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Supporting clients across Australia

"When you're considering surgery, you want to invest in
the best treatments possible, the best surgeons
possible no matter what the cost is - and when doing
so you also have to consider your recovery. 
 
Investing in and trusting Pure You as my recovery
partner was the best decision I made when undergoing
surgery. Heidi went above and beyond to meet my
needs and has been a support before op, during op
and continues to this day. 
 
I cannot recommend Pure You highly enough to take
care of you at such an important time in your life. Their
recovery packages contain everything you need and
more. 10/5 stars. Thank you always!"
 
Rebecca O - NSW
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Our Pure You™ post surgical Recovery Packs

are curated in partnership with some of

Australia's top plastic surgeons and their

patients.  We have selected all the essential

items for you to ensure the first days and

weeks of your recovery are smooth and

carefree.  You will receive our highly sought

after Pure You™ ice packs and pillows as well

as so many other items you didn't even know

you needed until you need them.  Don't stress

about what you'll need to enjoy your

recovery, we have sorted it all for you.  Your

pack will be delivered to you at your home or

your hotel, should you be travelling for your

surgery.  All you need to do is to relax,

recover and enjoy the new, pure you. 

RECOVERY PACKS

Your Pure You™ support does not end once

you have had your surgery.   Visit the

Aftercare section of our website for post op

care products.  We can also connect you with

our online support forums allowing you to

reach out to previous patients post surgery

for guidance and recovery tips and advice.
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Australia's first plastic surgery recovery service

Your Recovery Partner

If you are travelling for surgery, stay in a

luxury suite at one of our partner hotels

located across Australia.  Pure You™  choose

hotels based on their facilities, location and

service provided.  As a Pure You™ client you

will be offered an unbeatable package

through our corporate rates.  Contact us or

visit our website today for more information.

ACCOMMODATION BOOKINGS

Whether you require a hospital pick up, an

airport drop off or a full service pampered

recovery experience, we have a Pure You™
concierge package to suit you.  Feel

refreshed following your surgery with an in

room hair wash or massage, or even a

convenient meal delivery.  We have thought

of everything so that you don't have to.

CONCIERGE SERVICE

ABOUT US

Pure You™ have been supporting patients

since 2017. Our clients come to us from all

over the world. We are Australia's first

premier service taking the stress out of

preparing for and recovering from surgery

with top plastic surgeons. If you are travelling

for your surgery we can organise your

accommodation. To save you the trouble of

sourcing recovery items yourself, we offer

recovery packs delivered to you, whether you

are a travelling or a local patient. We offer a

one on one personalised service to ensure

you are free to relax, recover and enjoy the

new, pure you.

 

 


